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“Lemons are adding up?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"lemons are adding up" is often said in high altitude climbing situation where single small mistake will not likely cost you your life but if you don't recognizes when three or four  (lemons) line up it will.  



Aconcagua 

 

 
 

“Stone Sentinel” of S. 
America 
22,834ft (2nd highest of 7) 
Tallest peak in Western 
Hemisphere  

  





My Approach – One Step at a Time 

Taking Precautions  
Following a process 
Procedures 

 



Their Approach - Lemons have piled up 
Taking Precautions  
Following a process 
Procedures 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Aconcagua, highest peak in South American, I was climbing with a friend and my dad at base camp when a team of seven Italian climbers pushed by. I watch them go and saw the Lemons adding up, they where trying to make up for lost travel time to save a few bucks on not changing return flts, they broke the 1000ft  a day above 10,000ft rule for physiological changes to occur referred to as acclimatization.  This is a process of your red blood cells building up higher concentration in your cardio vascular system so as the oxygen in the air thins your body can compensate. The team pushed on as I sat by after heavy snows creating an unacceptable avalanche dangers. They argued over pennies and pounds with the porters. They kept taking themselves out of the simple facts the lemons where showing up every where.  All seven pushed up higher, even though their bodies where not ready, they where young strong, held the power and thought they where in control. That night around 4:00 am a non English speak porter shook my tent, beckoning me to come, and pointing at my radio. My radios was only to communicates with dad at based camp where often only clicks could be used communicated, voice if you have close to line of site, we had no repeaters. I want Dad keep the sat phone . I accented behind the porter till we where positioned below the Italians highest camp and the porter pointed out a sleeping bag on the ground, then my radio and then to the sky.  It was clear he was asking can you call in a chopper. The position was a radio black out, our code was simple one click=" hi dad its me" One click back "I am here" Follow be my two clicks..."I am fine." Or three clicks "trouble need help." Three little clicks an my dad would turn the world upside down if he needed to. Radio silence no clicks I turned my attention to the unconscious climber, my first compression brought fourth a gush of red foam... Pulmonary edema Second, third, fourth,  fifth same results unconscious no response cerebral edema. All seven, all strong, all in charge, ignored the lemons as they added up, that night we lost the entire team. This is a real life experience that happens over and over at high altitude, we think we know better and when the facts tell us other wise then our pride or insignificant details get in the way of making the right call, retreat, regroup and try again with a better approach.   A whole orchard could not satisfy all the lemon we have seen in Cover Oregon. The goal on both side of the isle is to help people folks but we are just wasting their money. It is time to regroup, retreat, throw in the towel on Cover Oregon and find a better solution. Your thoughts does this work for a non climbing crowd where death is more remote? Or does it work with physicians? To much? We actually lost 11 climber and I retread for a fews days then summited literally from another approach the next week. 



A Pile in Salem 
"Enough is enough," Courtney said in a statement. "Oregonians deserve better 
than Cover Oregon has delivered.“ - Peter Courtney, Statesman Journal 
September 5th, 2014 

  

 "The ongoing missteps and lack of accountability from Cover Oregon and 
their private contractors have made it clear it's time for the organization 

to shut down,“ - Tina Kotek, Statesman Journal September 8th, 2014 
 



Success is not always measured by completing the original plan but by 
how you manage the plan. It is time to mange Cover Oregon with 
another approach. 
 

A Closing Analogy 



Sunday 
October  19 t h 
10:30 Brunch 
12:00 Horse Racing 
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